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TQFT commuting projection 
hamiltonian

TQFTs + defects
??



Outline
1. General theory of constructing a CPH from a TQFT

2. Illustrate general theory in familiar examples
• Dijkgraaf Witten TQFT --> Kitaev finite group model (any dimension)
• 2+1 dimensional TQFT (Turaev-Viro) --> 2d Levin-Wen model
• 3+1 dimensional premodular TQFT --> 3d premodular (WW) model
• Rep(G) theory --> high dimensional string net model (any dimension)

3. G-Rep(G) duality --> duality between premodular WW model and 
modular WW model with G action (SET/SPT)

4. Categorified group actions on trivial theories --> more 
SPT; relation to twisted Dijkgraaf-Witten theory

5. Condensing fermions via codimension 1 defect with Spin structure 
--> super Levin-Wen model



General theory (omitting most of the details)

n-category: very roughly, a system for drawing pictures in n 
dimensions

F(X) - “fields” or “pictures” on X

Main examples:



An n-category is the local part of an n+1-dimensional TQFT; an n+1-
dimensional TQFT is a global version of an n-category

A TQFT has two basic building blocks: the fields and local projections 
(dually, local relations).  Everything else is built from these ingredients.

Local projections commute, so TQFTs have (continuous, non-
lattice) commuting projections built in from the start.



Two basic constructions
Hilbert space

Cylinder category

We will see in a moment that this Hilbert 
space can be identified with the ground state 
of an associated commuting projection 
hamiltonian



Without analyzing the hamiltonian, we know:



Local description of the Hilbert space 

 Commuting projection hamiltonian

First consider cutting into two pieces







Familiar examples...

1. Dijkgraaf-Witten theory for finite group G

Kitaev finite group model





2. Turaev-Viro TQFT (generic 2+1-dimensional TQFT)

2d Levin-Wen hamiltonian





3. Premodular 3+1-dimensional TQFT

3d premodular (WW) hamiltonian





4. Rep(G) n+1-dimensional TQFT (any n)

n-dim’l Rep(G) hamiltonian (name?)



G-Rep(G) duality and 3d SET/SPT





Morita equivalence for n-categories with duality













SET/
SPT

cf. Burnell, Chen, Fidkowski, Vishwanath



Categorified group actions on trivial theories



cf. Gu, Wen, ...





n-category with (categorified) G action

n-category

n-dimensional topological phase

n-dimensional SET

boundary theory for untwisted n+1-dimensional DW theory



Defects with spin structures and condensing fermions









Commuting projection hamiltonian



Before proceeding we must be more 
careful about framings



The 2-cell (placket) terms 
are similar to the usual 
Levin-Wen version.  The 
main complication is that 

we must keep careful 
track of rotations and 
orderings of 3-valent 

vertices



What are the anyons in this system?





Fusion rules:

One can construct 
many different 
super TQFTs in 
this way, including 
a super version of 
the Fibonacci 
theory


